PART 5 – WILLIAMSON TO WHITNEY


5.2 Polemonium or sky pilot, the most beautiful high-altitude flower of the Sierra Nevada. Photo by Reiner Stenzel.

5.3 Hulsea or alpine gold, the second most beautiful high-altitude flower of the Sierra Nevada. Photo by Reiner Stenzel.

5.4 View from Tunnabora on the east face of Carl Heller. Photo by Reiner Stenzel.

5.5 View from the summit of Carl Heller on its exposed east ridge. Photo by Reiner Stenzel.

5.6 West face of Carl Heller with climbing route. Photo by Reiner Stenzel.

5.7 Climbing Mt Carl Heller. Photo by Reiner Stenzel.

5.8 First sunlight at basecamp before climbing Mt Carl Heller. Photo by Reiner Stenzel.

5.9 Climbed The Cleaver east of Lake Tulainyo. Photo by Reiner Stenzel.

5.10 Penitent snow (nieve penitente) observed at Lake Tulainyo on a trip to Carl Heller. Photo by Reiner Stenzel.

5.11 North face of Mt Russell with down climbing route. Photo by Reiner Stenzel.

5.12 Reiner at Russell-Carillon Pass after climbing the Rockwell Variation from Upper Boy Scout Lake to Mt Russell.

5.13 R.J. and Steve traversing east ridge of Mt Russell. Photo by Reiner Stenzel.


5.15 Signed the peak register of Mt Russell. Photo by Reiner Stenzel.

5.16 Evening light after sunset in the East with shadows from Mt Whitney. Photo by Reiner Stenzel.
5.2-Polemonium or sky pilot, the most beautiful high-altitude flower of the Sierra Nevada. Photo by Reiner Stenzel.
5.3-Hulsea or alpine gold, the second most beautiful high-altitude flower of the Sierra Nevada. Photo by Reiner Stenzel.
5.4-View from Tunnabora on the east face of Carl Heller. Photo by Reiner Stenzel.
5.5-View from the summit of Carl Heller on its exposed east ridge. Photo by Reiner Stenzel.
5.6-West face of Carl Heller with climbing route. Photo by Reiner Stenzel.
5.7-Climbing Mt Carl Heller. Photo by Reiner Stenzel.
5.8 First sunlight at basecamp before climbing Mt Carl Heller. Photo by Reiner Stenzel.

Upper Boy Scout Lake at sunrise
5.9-Climbed The Cleaver east of Lake Tulainyo. Photo by Reiner Stenzel.
5.10-Penitent snow (nieve penitente) observed at Lake Tulainyo on a trip to Carl Heller. Photo by Reiner Stenzel.
5.11-North face of Mt Russell with down climbing route. Photo by Reiner Stenzel.
5.12-Reiner at Russell-Carillon Pass after climbing the Rockwell Variation from Upper Boy Scout Lake to Mt Russell.
5.13-R.J. and Steve traversing east ridge of Mt Russel. Photo by Reiner Stenzel.
5.15-Signed the peak register of Mt Russel. Photo by Reiner Stenzel.
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We loved the Rockwell Variation!
5.16-Evening light after sunset in the East with shadows from Mt Whitney. Photo by Reiner Stenzel.